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4/7/2021 & 4/8/2021
Improving Your Marriage as a Blended Family 
57 minutes
All marriages can benefit from a routine checkup or evaluation to assess the strengths 
and areas of improvement in the relationship. This is particularly true for step marriages 
with children because of the many unique situations and stressors these families face.
Ron Deal talks about challenges, like fear and distrust, the need for a relaxed attitude 
about inevitable change and why step couples need humility to recognize their own 
faults before criticizing each other.

4/13/2021
Fighting For Joy as a Special Needs Parent 
26 minutes
He thought his faith was strong. But when his son was diagnosed with autism, Jason 
Hague began to question everything he knew about God. In this Focus on the Family 
broadcast, Jason talks to Jim Daly and John Fuller about living with a broken heart and an 
unanswered prayer. He unpacks the challenges and joys of being a special needs parent, 
and shares how he keeps faith in God and hope in the future, even when life looks 
nothing like he expected it to.

5/10/2021
Foster Care: How Everyone Can Help 
58 minutes
Foster parents experience unique circumstances that come with unique emotions, and 
sometimes it can feel as though no one can relate to their life. Strength and 
encouragement come from viewing foster care through the lens of the Gospel. This is the 
message that Jason Johnson, author of Reframing Foster Care, brings. In this interview, 
he will share stories from his own foster parenting journey, such as the hard decisions 
and processes that he and his wife have had to go through, including the very real issues 
that come with relating to the birth parents of the children they are fostering. He will
offer support to foster parents, as well as encouragement to those who are considering



fostering. Also, he will give practical ways that we can all help, whether we feel called to
be involved in foster care or not. The Yerkovich’s assure parents with older children that 
it’s too late for them to develop a healthier relationship with their children.

Date 5/21/2021
Title Developing Your Leadership Skills as a Woman
Length 27 minutes

Description

Popular guest Deborah Pegues is back to encourage women in influential roles. With
years of personal experience and expertise, Deborah examines twelve traits of strong 
leadership and counters that with tendencies we need to let go.

Date 6/3/2021
Title Finding Peace in Your Everyday Life
Length 27 minutes

Description

Kay Wyma was backing out of her driveway one morning when a big truck barreled
through her neighborhood, almost causing her to have an accident. Frustrated, she 
looked up at the sky, ready to spend the rest of her day in anger-- only to realize it was a 
beautiful, summer day and she had a lot to be thankful for. That moment of perspective 
changed her entire mindset. Inspired, Kay decided to spend the next 30 days using 
moments like that to intentionally pursue peace—through focusing on thankfulness, 
kindness, and mercy. What transpired was more powerful than Kay had ever imagined, 
and at the end of the “peace project,” her faith and family life were stronger than ever.

Date 6/08/2021 & 6/9/2021
Title Finding Freedom from Addiction I-II
Length 56 minutes

Description

Dr. Gregory Jantz helps define what an addiction is, contrasting it with other practices
that don’t interfere with daily living, and what drives people to addiction. He discusses 
various forms of common addictions, such as opioids, eating disorders, sexual or 
relationship addictions, and technology. He talks about some of the dynamics of 
addiction in the Christian community, such as shame, accountability and the importance 
of receiving God’s love and forgiveness. He also tackles the tough questions about 
intervention for family members who refuse to seek help.
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26 minutes 
Apr 15, 2021
Leaning In Leadership #13: Adaptive Leadership
Leaders are often faced with shifts in environment and roles, which means we must be able to adapt. In this 
episode of the Leaning In Leadership podcast your host, Dr. Carlos Lonberger, discusses adaptive leadership 
strategies with special guest Dr. Jeff Stark. Be sure to subscribe to get all our Shine.FM podcasts.



40 minutes 
Apr 16, 2021
Shine 180: Cheryl (Parental Warning)
(Parental Warning: This story contains a discussion on sexual assault, listener discretion advised)  Shine 
180…stories of lives transformed by God because of your faithfulness. We are all on a journey. We are all at 
different points on our journey….and that’s OK. The purpose of our journey is simple, but sometimes 
difficult…keep moving forward becoming more like Jesus. A story of survival from a brutal assault was only 
overcome with her Heavenly Father’s strength and deep forgiveness. Her bold faith kept her alive, and she is 
able to live life abundantly each day and give God the glory for her survival. This is Shine 180: Cheryl’s story.

15 minutes 
Apr 26, 2021
Shine.FM Presents A Closer Look: Bart Millard from MercyMe
"When you grasp that the God of everything, on your worst day is not only just okay with you, He's still 
somehow pleased with you - because your identity is not about what you do, it's because you're His - when that 
sinks in, then 'I can do all things through Christ' makes sense, then the Gospel being called 'The Good News' 
makes sense." Bart Millard of MercyMe joins Megan from Shine.FM to share the story behind "Say I Won't," and 
their new album! For more content like this, check out the Shine.FM Podcast Channel!

38 minutes 
May 2, 2021
The Kitchen Table #104: Reaching Today's Youth - Community, Connection & Culture
If you think you've figured out the starting point for reaching today's youth...think again. Join Shine.FM Ministry 
Director Brian McIntyre and his son Jake for this week's chat around The Kitchen Table as they welcome Rick 
Selk, executive director of the Chicago Area Youth for Christ to talk about what it takes to reach the youth 
culture. In Music Matters, new music from Evan Craft with Danny Gokey, Colony House, and an oldie, but goldie 
from Rebecca St. James. In Culture Shock, a group of strangers make a difference. Be sure to subscribe to get all 
our Shine.FM podcasts.

43 minutes 
May 7, 2021
Leaning In Leadership #14: Content Creation for Leaders
In a world shifting to more and more content creation, leaders need every reliable tool at their disposal to get 
their message out to the masses. This month, special guest, Shine.Fm Ministry Director, Brian McIntyre Utter, 
joins us to discuss some great ideas for content creation and distribution. Be sure to subscribe to get all our 
Shine.FM podcasts.

10 minutes 
May 21, 2021
Shine.FM Presents A Closer Look: Blanca
"He really does love me in a way that I don't understand, and though I try to put human characteristics on Him 
and though I try to put Him in a box, He seems to outdo that box time and time again and show me how loved I 
am." Blanca joins Megan from Shine.FM to talk about her new single, "Even At My Worst," sharing how she's 
experienced God's love even at rock bottom. If you'd love to listen to other podcasts like this, check out the 
Shine.FM Podcast Channel!

32 minutes 
May 23, 2021
The Kitchen Table #105: Why Family Matters, A Panel Discussion
Family is Refuge. Family is Love. Family is Home. Join Shine.FM Ministry Director Brian McIntyre and his son Jake 
for this week's chat around The Kitchen Table as they welcome a panel of college students, Kyla, Nick & Ashley, 
to talk about why family matters. In Music Matters, new music from H.E.R. with Tauren Wells, Cain, and an 
oldie, but goldie from Anointed. In Culture Shock, the creators of The Chosen launch a new crowdsourced 



television/movie studio. 

39 minutes 
Jun 18, 2021
Leaning In Leadership #15: Lead Well - A Conversation with Dr. Jeff Stark and Pastor Jon Ferguson
This month, guest host Dr. Jeff Stark, Director of the Center for Theological Leadership at Olivet Nazarene 
University, interviews pastor and author Jon Ferguson from Community Christian Church in Naperville, Illinois, in 
the LEAD WELL virtual conversation series. Be sure to subscribe to get all our Shine.FM podcasts.

16 minutes 
Jun 20, 2021
Shine Conversations with guest Brian Sanders
Join Shine.FM Ministry Director Brian McIntyre as he sits down with author Brian Sanders to have a 
conversation about his latest book, Be Like Dad: 50 Stories of Life and Leadership. It's a great conversation about 
the legacy and the mark especially dads can leave on people. More information about Brian Sanders and how to 
get his book is available at https://briansandersauthor.com.

42 minutes
Jun 27, 2021
The Kitchen Table #106: Why Youth Are Leaving the Church and What We Can Do About It
A recent Gallup poll shows that less than half our country belongs to a church of any kind. There is a growing 
trend of young adults to stop gathering for corporate worship. Why is this happening? Join Shine.FM Ministry 
Director Brian McIntyre and his son Jake for this week's chat around The Kitchen Table as they welcome 20 
somethings Kyla and Sarah, to discuss some reasons as to why this is happening and what the church could be 
doing differently. In Music Matters, new music from Josh Baldwin, Elevation Worship with Maverick City Music 
and an oldie, but goldie from Amy Grant. In Culture Shock, a cancer warrior inspires millions on America's Got 
Talent. Be sure to subscribe to get all our Shine.FM podcasts.


